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Rosh Hashanah 5777, Day 2 
Political Correctness 

The Al Chet, the confessional we will say on Yom Kippur, is disproportionately dominated by 

sins of speech.  Again and again we rise, beat our breasts, and ask forgiveness for gossip, foul 

speech, foolish talk, tale bearing, speaking ill of others, condescension, making empty 

promises…the list goes on and on.  

The one I usually get stuck on is gossip. This reminds me of a story I heard recently: 

A rabbi, a priest and an imam get together regularly.  Just before the New Year, the 

rabbi says, "In all of our traditions we have a concept of sin, of missing the mark.  This is 

the time of year my people are grappling with the sins we've committed over the past 

year, and I'd love it if we could share our sins with each other." 

"Great idea,” said the priest.  “I have to confess that I once nearly I kissed a woman on 

her cheek." 

The imam confesses, "I have a hard time making it through Ramadan.  Once, in the 

middle of the day I got so hungry, I closed the shades and ate two dates." 

They all turn back to the rabbi.  He says nothing.  Finally they urge him, "This was your 

idea. Come on, we shared with you.  Tell us, what's your sin?" 

The rabbi replies, “My sin? My sin is gossiping.  And I can't wait to get out of here." 

It’s a good joke. But actually, according to our tradition, the words we say and don’t say are the 

most important thing in the world. On this day 5,777 years ago God said two majestic words: 

Yehi Or…Let there be light…and our world came into being. 

In Judaism, words matter. They create and they destroy. Just as God created the world by 

speaking, each of us creates our own world through the words we speak. Our words can cause 

pain or bring healing, solace or sorrow. 

Are We Overdoing Political Correctness? 

Words matter; they matter a lot. Which that brings me to what I want to speak about today: 

Political correctness. We have heard so much about political correctness in recent months, 

from politicians, the media, and people around the country. 

Political correctness is the notion that we should censor what we say so as not to exclude, 

marginalize, or insult, groups of people who are socially disadvantaged or discriminated against. 

On the surface, this seems reasonable enough. But a growing number of people say it has gone 

way too far. 
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 Jay Leno and Chris Rock, comedians who couldn’t be more different, both complain that the 

need to be PC is making it impossible to perform on college campuses without a barrage of 

criticism. 

The great fashion photographer Helmut Newman sees political correctness as akin to the 

methods totalitarian societies use to exercise control, likening it to the thought police in George 

Orwell’s 1984. 

People say political correctness requires a kind of group think, that it keeps them from saying 

what they believe. Moreover, they say that it can be still be hard to avoid saying the politically 

incorrect thing, even when you try not to. 

 For years, it was ok to talk about Indians. Then the right term became Native Americans. Now 

many Native Americans call themselves Indians. 

Once upon a time, it wasn’t considered offensive to call someone in a wheelchair crippled. Then 

that became pejorative, and they were called disabled. Today some people say the correct way 

to refer to them is differently abled.  

The rules keep changing. Moreover, words that are deemed deeply offensive when describing a 

race or ethnic group can be perfectly acceptable when spoken by one member of that group to 

another. 

People say they are walking on eggshells trying to avoid saying the wrong thing. Good people 

with the best of intentions, people who aren’t racist or sexist or homophobic, can inadvertently 

find themselves saying something that can be construed as insensitive. I recently had a 

conversation with a young woman who pointed out that saying you guys to a group of men and 

woman can be experienced as exclusionary. I see her point, but it never would have occurred to 

me.  

Political Correctness Is Still An Important Concept 

It’s easy to make jokes about political correctness. But I am troubled when I hear people mock 

it. Let me tell you why. Some people who denounce political correctness just want to be free to 

say offensive things without being held accountable for their words.   

It is immoral to use pejorative language about people because of their race, ethnicity, gender, 

or sexual preference. It is wrong to make fun of someone’s accent or mock their ethnic group 

and it is offensive to make cracks about someone’s appearance, mock their mannerisms, or 

belittle their intelligence. It is politically incorrect. It is also unacceptable and wrong. 

The Talmud tells the story of Rabbi Elazar, one of the most revered rabbis of his generation, 

who came to a river where he saw a malformed man standing on the bank blocking his way. 

Peering down at him from above, the rabbi said: “You, sir, are the ugliest man I have ever seen. 

I can’t stand the sight of you. Get out of my way.” 
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The man’s reply was cutting: “You are right,” he said. “I am ugly. But if you don’t like the way I 

look, don’t shout at me.  Complain to the one who made me.” 

Our religion has a remarkable blessing to be said when we see unusual looking people. Instead 

of making fun of them, we are to thank God who is meshane habriot, creator of the wondrous 

diversity in our world. 

Stereotypes 

More than in any time I can remember, our politics have devolved into stereotypes, slurs and 

innuendo. 

 The big banks and Wall Street are described as filled with rapacious, greedy criminals 

who were responsible for the financial mess. 

 Undocumented Mexicans are pouring over our boarder; they are murderers and rapist 

who steal our jobs.  

 Half the people who don’t support me are a basket of deplorables. 

 Disabled people are mocked. Homeless people are dismissed as losers. 

All this is politically incorrect. It is also untrue. Let’s take these claims one by one.  

While the deregulation of the financial sector may have been partly responsible for the great 

recession, that sector is made up of thousands of people -- some of them are among the finest, 

most generous people I know. They are people who care about much more than lining their 

own pockets. In fact, some of them are sitting right here today and they are certainly not 

unique. 

 Jamie Dimon at Chase recently announced thousands of raises for his employees, citing 

concerns about wage stagnation and income inequality.   

 Andrew Klaber, a young hedge fund analyst at Paulson & Co, started a non- profit called 

Even Ground that provides education and care to African children affected by AIDS.  

  Lois Juliber, who has been sitting on the board of Goldman Sachs for years, was 

instrumental in helping to launch the MasterCard Foundation which does a great deal of 

good both here and abroad.. 

And those undocumented Mexicans—they are aren’t exactly pouring over the border. Their 

numbers have been declining for years. Moreover, according to the Wall Street Journal, those 

who have come here have a far lower rate of crime per capita than people born here.  

As for that basket of deplorables… in a new book entitled Strangers In Their Own Land, a 

Berkeley sociologist named Arlie Hochschild writes about six Tea Party members who are 

anything but deplorable. They are warm, hospitable, good people whose dire economic 

situation, patriotism, faith, and commitment to their community has led them to support the 

Tea Party, a political movement that runs completely counter to their own economic interests. 
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And about those losers who don’t have jobs. You have no doubt read about Lee Parker, the 

homeless man who found a backpack in a dumpster near the train station in Elizabeth, NJ. He 

and his friend picked it up, because he thought it might be useful to have for a job interview. 

The backpack was extremely heavy.  When he put it down to empty it, he noticed the wires and 

the pipes inside. 

So, did Lee Parker do what most of us would have done?  Did he drop the bag and run like hell?  

No, he picked it up again and carried it gingerly to a place where no one would come near it. 

Only then did he run---to get the police. Lee Parker saved a lot of lives that day. When people 

called him a hero, he just said, “I was just the right person in the right place.” Some loser! 

Finally, speaking of disabled people, I recently read an article recently in the Boston Globe that 

really touched my heart.  It was about a retirement party that was held at a McDonalds in 

Needham, Massachusetts for a beloved employee named Fria David.  

She is a middle aged woman with Down Syndrome who had worked at that restaurant day after 

day for 32 years frying French fries. Fria loved her job, she loved the people coworkers and the 

regular customers who came in, and they all loved her. She retired only because her 92-year-

old mother noticed that she was showing signs of the dementia common to people with Down 

syndrome. 

They threw Fria a huge party. Over 100 people came. She was showered with gifts: cakes, cards, 

photo collages, a custom made french fry carton pendant hanging on a silver chain, her favorite 

Disney stuffed animals, and even a proclamation from the Massachusetts House of 

Representatives.  

One of her many friends wrote a tribute to her afterword on his Facebook page saying “Fria is 

one of the most beautiful and upbeat people anyone could ever hope to know.” 

The Gift Of Speech 

Enough already criticizing Political Correctness. As we enter the last month of this divisive, 

disheartening, depressing, and yes, deplorable political season, let us  resolve to be even more 

politically correct, to use the gift speech that God has given us to build a better world, a world 

in which every human being is celebrated by our words and in our deeds for who they really 

are--precious souls created in the image of God..  

Today and every day, let us live out the words of our prayers:  

Yehiyu leratzon Imrai fee veh hegyon lebi lefanecha. May the words of our mouths and the 

imaginings of our hearts be pleasing before You, our Rock and Redeemer.  For this, let us say, 

Amen. 


